General Explanation of Special Issue

NEC’s Vision for AI in Social Value Creation

For the past several years, the world has witnessed an explosion of activity in the domain of artificial intelligence that
has been termed the 3rd AI boom. NEC has devoted over half of a century of research and development to the field of
AI that has culminated in the development of NEC the WISE - an array of cutting technologies including machine recognition and natural language parsing. By examining the undercurrents that have driven our development of NEC the
WISE including the concepts and directions for future AI research and development from the perspective of the three
functions of AI: Recognition, Optimization and Reasoning, this article will introduce the reader to the expanded customer value and our approach to developing solutions to issues facing society that NEC aims to achieve through AI.
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through the appropriate combination of diverse AI tech-

1. Introduction

nologies to complement human capabilities and assist

Beginning in the 1950s, AI research and development

in the operation of various social systems. This special

has aspired to creating “thinking machines” that can

issue will introduce social innovation that we aim to

flexibly and rationally respond their environment like

achieve through NEC the Wise and the cutting-edge AI

human beings. With the explosive increase in data that

technologies that will support these changes.

accompanied the arrival of the Information Revolution
and the establishment of machine learning tools that enable efficient analysis of these data, the 3rd AI Boom has

2. Creation of Social Value through AI

steadily gained momentum. From the enhancement of

In order to solve the complex social issues created

the efficiency of complex systems like autonomous driv-

by the six highly intricate and interlinked megatrends,

ing systems and grasping even indistinct indications such

NEC has set for itself the challenge of Seven Themes for

as abnormal operation detection to even engaging people

Social Value Creation 1). The factor shared in common

in a dialog, the application scope of AI is expanding to a

by these seven value domains is how various social sys-

degree unmatched by previous booms in development.

tems are making demands on their performance and

In response to the increasingly complex and highly

efficiency far beyond the operation levels that have hith-

sophisticated issues facing our society, NEC has devel-

erto been provided by experienced workers with long

oped NEC the WISE - a suite of state-of-the-art AI tech-

years of experience. For this shortage of human resourc-

nologies founded on our strong belief in solutions that

es with the needed advanced skills, the realization of a

apply profound wisdom derived from the collaboration of

social system that offers safety, security, efficiency and

human beings and AI. The inclusion of the phrase “the

equality far above current levels can only be achieved

Wise” (people of wisdom) in the naming of our technol-

by the expansion of capabilities and productivity the in-

ogy expresses NEC’s aim of building a brighter world

dividual. Here is where we see AI playing a key role.
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Fig. 1 Cyber Physical System (CPS) framework for social issue solutions.

In order to solve these social issues, we have established a concept for a working framework called the Cyber Physical System (CPS) (See Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 Cutting-edge technologies that comprise NEC the WISE.

Supporting this chain of steps will be 3 types of functions performed by AI: Visualization (Recognition/Understanding), Analysis (Forecasting/Deduction), and
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Prescription (Planning/Optimization). Through our application of statistical mathematical science and machine
learning, we have created these functions from our ex-

also demanded; the computing technology that supports

security technologies that protect data flowing through
the system. NEC is also tackling the development of these
advanced technologies in parallel with AI technologies.
During our over half-century of development of AI-related technologies, NEC has provided globally leading
technologies in the fields of Visualization, Analysis
and Prescription. Fig. 2 shows some examples of our

Fig. 3 Business applications of NEC the WISE.

ground-breaking technology. The systematic combination of these technologies has led to business development in various fields including public safety, infrastruc-

3. NEC’s AI R&D Vision

ture/plant management (system operation), marketing,
and operation innovation (manufacturing). Some typical
solutions in each of those areas are shown in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 1, AI is comprised of three main function groups: Visualization, Analysis, and Prescription.
In order to produce even more value in the future, we
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should not approach the development of each of these

ognition systems, NEC has pursued a variety of av-

function areas independently of each other. The key

enues in AI research and development. Recognition

will be how to combine them systematically and syn-

consists of translating information in the real world

ergistically as shown in Fig. 4. Also by understanding

in all its myriad forms into data that can be anal-

high-level semantics, we must realize a flexibility of

ysed by machines. This domain of AI functionality is

response that is currently considered possible only by

the heart of NEC’s AI technology, and our advances

human beings (See Fig. 5.)

in this field today provide personal authentication

Based on these two approaches, NEC is advancing

technology that can accurately detect and recog-

its AI research and development in the three directions

nize face, fingerprints and veins; human behaviour

shown in Fig. 6.

recognition technology to support a safer and more

(1) Automatic Identification AI – Detection/Iden-

secure society; and object recognition technology

tification beyond human capabilities

that enables the identification and management of

AI is supporting the performance of tasks that re-

individual items of every imaginable type – essen-

quire a high degree of accuracy by providing highly

tially using the “object fingerprint technology” to

accurate status recognition with instantaneous, si-

trace, authenticate and manage products and parts.

multaneous and multiple evaluation.

Through these technologies, NEC is solving a hu-

Since the 1960s and our work on handwriting rec-

man weakness in the value creation chain – human
error, and realizing an order-of-magnitude improve-
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Fig. 4 Value enhancement through functional synergies.
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Fig. 5 Solving issues with “Wisdom”.

improved efficiency of such system operations is
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Fig. 6 Directions of NEC AI research and development.
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achieved by AI supporting real-time decisions from

past instances. By realizing agents that can tran-

a global viewpoint.

scend a framework based on historical cases and

In the field of numerical value data analysis – a typ-

create new knowledge, NEC is aiming at both a

ical function demanded for business intelligence, AI

qualitative and efficiency leap in activities such as

has driven advances for decades.

brainstorming.

NEC’s technology development has begun with factor analysis related to various phenomena such as
detection of abnormalities and has progressed into

4. Challenges for the Future

the field of highly accurate and reliable forecasts

AI technology at the cutting edge is outperforming hu-

for complex systems. It is now evolving into a pre-

mans from the perspectives of the speed, accuracy and

dictive robust optimization framework technology

quantity. On the other hand, the human brain possesses

that produces highly efficient and low-risk plans

a clear advantage in the quality of flexibility, and there

based on predictions. For example in the case of

are many AI technological issues that need to be met in

urban-scale water systems, our AI technology can

the mid- to long-term. Among them, NEC is putting a

thoroughly optimize system operations and achieve

strategic priority on the following two areas and meeting

a 20% reduction in power consumption while main-

the challenge.

taining current service levels.

(1) Small data AI

In recent years, the “white box” as it applies to

Analytical and inference technologies that support

optimization is garnering increasing attention. In

current AI are realized using big data. However,

the case of critical systems that perform a vital role

human beings are able to flexibly and appropriately

in maintaining society, it is not sufficient to sim-

generate knowledge by applying general common

ply perform forecasting and suggest a response to

sense or exploiting even extremely limited data (ex-

conditions. These systems demand elucidation of

perience). In order to realize stable social system

the basis to the conclusions. NEC has realized the

operations and eliminate the unexpected, NEC aims

world’s first “white box” approach (a model that

to establish mechanisms that can generate knowl-

provide the processes or basis of the conclusions
reached by the optimization) with a level of accu-

edge and wisdom from a limited quantity of data.
(2) “Energy Friendly” AI

racy on a par with “black box” approaches (conclu-

In data analysis and logical analysis, AI commands

sions for which the basis is unknown) such as deep

a bird’s eye view of the entire issue and solves it.

learning.

This process necessitates accessing vast volumes

(3) Reasoning AI – Ideas beyond human conception

of data and performing repeated evaluation of the

As a measure to respond to the scarcity of human

data selection, requiring a huge amount of energy.

resources capable of meeting the challenge of the

Consuming only a little energy, the human brain is

gravity and complexity of social problems, AI that

able to perform similar tasks with clearly higher effi-

supports consideration and decision-making by hu-

ciency. In order to realize the wide-ranging applica-

mans enables the efficient solution of these issues.

tion of AI real-time inference, the embedding of AI in

Knowledge work support systems such as search

edge devices that are subject to severe power con-

systems have been the engine driving the third in-

sumption and computing performance restrictions

dustrial revolution (“Information Revolution”) and

will be indispensable. NEC is meeting this challenge

have dramatically improved the productivity of hu-

and setting its sights on the development of innova-

man intellectual activities. In addition, rapid advanc-

tive ICT systems modeled on the human brain.

es have been made in the area of interactive agents.
It understands the context of human intellectual

5. Conclusion

activities in the human-generated queries, and then
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searches a huge knowledge database to propose ap-

NEC is moving forward with the establishment of tech-

propriate answers. These agents are unravelling the

nology systems that use globally leading technology in

problem of an appropriate query creation.

the areas of recognition AI, optimization AI and reason-

Free from simple research activities, human intel-

ing AI to understand and analyse the “now” of the real

lectual activities now can be shifted to new creative

world as compiled by IoT and then suggest an appro-

pursuits; however, such reasoning-type AI that is

priate prescription (action) for issues in various fields.

mounted in an interactive system can only abstract

Through these development activities, NEC aims at

various inferences (inductions/deductions) from

advancing the management of social systems that have
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hitherto been reliant on human resources and accomplishing this at a higher level with fewer personnel, and
at solving the increasing strain on urban resources and
other social issues.
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